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 Seriously sometimes, you just get the Alt-right saying stuff like women are hyper emotional, or that Communists and general democrat leftists are just too 'emotional' and that this is the reason they want to let all sorts of hordes to take their nations down, why they so feverishly push for what will ultimately extinct them as species and so forth.

The reality is, however, as I have stated some years ago that people have been turned into living Torah - Bots. Most people just speak and talk and talk again like what the jew has programmed them to say, think, or behave. Above all the jew has programmed them to be oblivious to their own very programming, and essentially, just deny the existence of their programmer, sort of how someone would expect a robot in a sci-fi movie to hide its creator who made it so they can terminate humanity or something. All the values these people are talking about are not only random values not tested by time, but also, logically impractical values.

Past a point in programming a brain, the human being just disappears. If one pays close attention to christians they are completely, fully, broken down. They just cannot reason whatsoever anymore. One talks to a christian in a sensible or emotional manner and nothing goes through. Their book is just filled with so many confusing and blatantly lying conceptions, but they could care less. They cannot even make sense of it but sense is of the devil and therefore this does not matter. Here we have the full reduction of a human to cattle. Even cats or dogs when you come to threaten them with a stick or weapon, they may figure it out. These people will not.

You ask christians. Why is the devil bad, do you know about the devil? No answer, simply because jews said it, this "Devil" is bad.

The same thing happens with the leftists and many other brainwashed people. You ask them, why is multiculturalism good exactly? They really have no answer. Why, because there are many restaurants? What really makes multiculturalism so 'great' as an existential mode of life? Is it that when many races are put in a room, you suddenly grow wings and you can fly, or that you become hyper intelligent? All arguments have self collapsed about multiculturalism on their own. All data and evidence just points out to the opposite, such as drop in IQ, health problems, loss of personal identity, long term depression of the people engaging in this process and so forth.
The actual logical outcome of this is that these people will simply go extinct and their respective cultures and countries will be turned into toilet dumpsters. The cultural aspect is half achieved by the rise of the abrahamic faiths which have squashed anything that existed before, now the world is trying to move to the next phase which is the material assimilation of the species that developed these different ideas.

I have noticed with all the NPC's and others they have a big ego, their ego is bigger than their thinking process or their so called 'emotions'. Their ego is so big they would rather experiment with the fate of mankind in the grossest sense, and just turn the world into a living shithole, just to prove their so-called 'convictions' as applicable to reality. This is observable with Communists. When Communism is applied, nations simply get destroyed, and the Communist just replies "This is not real Communism". The same happens with Christians, "Catholics are not real Catholics", "Protestants are not real Christians" and the list goes.

The debate with christians is like that: You mention the place where "Lord" commands to dash the heads of Gentile infants on stones. Then, they mention a piece of a 3500 page hebrew contradictory book to 'prove' you wrong. Then you pull another quote. Then they pull another quote. Then they run out of quotes because they know only a couple, and then they throw a tantrum saying you will end up in hell for this, or it will turn into physical violence. Just another day talking to the Christarded NPC's.

The other thing these people are always told and are made to believe they are 'different' people and revolutionary thinkers or something for wanting to go extinct, and doing weed all day long. But this is exactly what this system promotes at every other turn. Multiculturalism has reached even advertisements about socks and shit paper. The state bombards the goyim with endless ads on the very same thing. And "Emotions" are used. For this reason, the alt-right blames some sort of emotional sentimentality on the behalf of the victims, which also makes them blame "Women" and other random groups of people.

But these people are not even emotional. I mean yes they throw tantrums on their perceived enemies, but if they had any figment of sentimental emotions they would think of the following things:

1. The people that remain homeless or are abused so their jewish dreams can come true.
2. The fact that moving people on the planet doesn't mean you solve any problems.
3. The emotional aspect of literally destroying the minds, cultures, and sanity of the native populations in this so-called 'process'.
4. How most of the people moved become slaves or cheap labor.
5. How that if people who are used to rape in their homeland come to yours, they will simply rape again.
6. How that if people who are used to kill and do crimes in their homeland come to yours, they will simply kill and do crimes again.
7. The victims of the above.
8. Those who will not gain state help or other aid simply because some people come to take it for 'free'.
9. Why people have to, on both ends, lose their nations, and who (((profits))) or may profit out of this process.

Etc etc.

At some other time, I was on jewtube watching some news. There was a guy from England who commented he lived 7 years in the woods, suburbs, and was homeless because he was flat broke, and that immigrants take the jobs of the natives. A well 'ed-jew-ated' person, just another dumb kike, came on the comments and asked this homeless person "Why does he believe that immigrants take the jobs of the natives?".

I guess the fact that some Muslims are paid 6500 eu a month in places where rent is 300 to live with their 12 children is just perfectly logical. While natives just wander homeless in the woods. It's all making absolute sense, in full.

"Yea, why goyim? Please answer me with a Thesis on this question. Have you graduated Harvard Goyim to have any opinion on the subject? 'Cause as we all know we have 'democracy' and your 'opinion' really matters. I think you are being racist with your comment here. " - Rabbi Shekelberg

The jew just asks you to prove anything based on his own reasoning, institutions, ways of thinking and learning, ways of proving things, and ways of approval. If approved by the giant circles who are chock infested and instructed by jews. And to prove it to WHOM? The jew, and his society of living NPC's who are force-fed alien morality since the day they were in the womb, and whose morality is to literally just make their own people extinct, or praise jews to all eternity. Sounds legit.

If it's just an observation based on your own eyes, do not trust them goyim. This is like trying to prove someone committed murder, who has removed all traces, bribed the police, and killed all those that could possibly know anything.

The proof of jewish rulership is just simple. One opens the protocols of zion and you can literally see them one by one in society. One just opens a couple of jewish sources on that they wanna take over the planet, and what corrosive
methods they use, and here it is.

The same kike that kept the leash before and taught people the hebrew values of using women as property is still using women as property as it did before. But in just different ways today. Women are not free, and in many cases, not even close.

In closing, debating with NPC's can be quite pointless so no need to have emotionally charged or fundamentalist debates with them.

Human to NPC is what Gentile Pagan is to Goyim Dumb Slave.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

---

Reply from [a Forum Member]:

Having been through years of Marxist schools, the trick is they indoctrinate these people to believe this is just science and it's like you know everyone knows this and that somehow this is a kind of personal gnosis they have come to on their own, and this makes them really woke and wise. That is the ego. It’s just fucking Christianity all over again and the jews have tied their occult workings of the Torah into the Communist left as well. These people reek of jewish stink energetically all over them like xians do.

Reply from [a Forum Member]:

Everyone start creating NPC memes to show the xians for what they are as well. This will use this popular meme to wake more people up and get them out of the spell of the Jews.